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Abstract

Ultrashortlaserpulse ablationremoves material with low energy fluence required

andminimalcollateraldamage.The ultimateusefulnessof thistechnology for biomedical

applicationdepends, in part,on characterizationof thephysical conditions attainedand

determinationof thezone of shockwave andheataffected materialin particulartissues.

Detailed numericalmodeling of therelevantphysics (deposition, plasma formation,

shockwave generationandpropagation, thermalconduction) areproviding this

information. A wide range of time scales is involved, rangingfrom picosecond for energy

deposition andpeak pressuxeand temperature,to nanosecond for development of

shockwave, to microsecond for macroscopic thermophysicalresponse.

* Work performed at Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratoryundertheauspicesof the

U.S. Departmentof Energy under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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Introduction

There is a needfor”precisetissueremovalwithminimalcollateral

thermtimechanicaldamagein manylaser-surgicalapplicationsincludingneurosurgery,

dentistryandcardiology. Work doneat LLNL[l] suggeststhatanultrashort(less than

severalps) pulselaserablationsystemcan meet thisneed. We are engagedon an

experimentalhheoreticalprojectto developthenecessaryscientificknowledeof the

mechanismsinvolvedandthento applythisknowledge.We are simultaneouslyextending

ourunderstandingof the laserablationprocesswhiledevelopingancillmysystems

necessaryfor practicalapplications[2]. The ablationrateis approximatelyIpndpulseso a

highrepetitionrateis necessaryto reachpracticalmaterialremovalrates. Because of the

highrepetitionrate, a sophisticatedfeedbacksystem possiblyincludingtissue

fluorescence,plasmaemissionluminescenceor opticalcoherencetomography(OCT) is

desirablefor precisecontrol.

The theoreticalcomponentof thisprojectis focusedon developingmodelsfor

fundamentallaser-tissueinteraction,incorporatingsuchdescriptionsin numerical

models[3]andapplyingthesemodelsto experimentaldesignanddataanalysis. Theoretical

studiesalso areneededto evaluatedeliverysystemssuchas hollowcore opticalfibers.

Experimentswill measureablationrates,craterformationandotherphysicalquantitiessuch

as temperatureandpressurein actuallaser-tissueinteractions.An iterativecycle of

theoreticaldesignandexperimentwill be usedto developthefinal systemdesignand

improvethe accuracyof theoreticalmodels.The presentpaperdescribesstudiesof laser

energydepositionin nominallytransparentmedia(eg water),thermalandshockwave

generation,therangeanddegreeof thermalloadingandthethermaleffect of highrepetition

rates, andcraterformation.The relativeadvantagesof ps durationpulsescomparedto ns

durationpulseswill be demonstrated.

Laser Energy Deposition
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The basic physical description of ultrashortlaserpulse energy deposition in

insulatorswas developed duringour studiesof the onset of laser induced darnagein fused

silica and other materialsdue to interactionwith intenseultrashortlaserpulses [4], This

picture was extended to tissuein [5]. Three noteworthy featuresshould be pointed out.

First,thereis insufficienttime duringthe laserpulse for theusual optical

breakdown, based on electrons contributedby trace impuritiesor chromophores, to occur.

Instead,higher intensitiesarereached at which nonlinearmultiphotonabsorptionand

ionization takesplace. This process is much more deterministicand localized thanlinear

absorption since it depends on a high power of the laser intensi~. Fig. 1 shows the case of

a 100 fs pulse where nonlinearabsorptionprovides a high enough density of conduction

electrons for an ensuingavalanche(collisional ionization) which reachesthecriticalplasma

density.

Secondly, thelaserenergy is deposited in electrons much fasterthantheelectron-

phonon equilibrationtime or any hydrodynamictime. Most of thisenergy ultimately

appearsas kinetic energy of ejected materialratherthanasbulk thermal energy. As a

result,much less collateraldamage (heataffected zone) occurs.

The thirdeffect is relatedto the second. For longer (say ns) pulses, plasma created

by theearly portion of thepulse expands and strongly absorbs incoming laserlight. The

plasma effectively shieldstheunderlyingmaterial.In theultrashortcase, in contrast,the

plasma doesn’t have time to expand and instead,athigh intensities, acts as a mirror

reflecting a portion of the incoming light [6].

Initial Pressure and Temperature

When viewed on the scale of laserpulse energy deposition (nanometersin depth,

ps in time), detailed calculations indicate apeak pressurenear 1 Mbar (Fig. 2a) and

temperaturesmore than20 eV (Fig. 2b). These calculations are for a 0.5 ps, 1.5 J/cm2 1.06

~m pulse in water. Although the initial temperature and pressure are high, a high fraction

of the absorbed energy is removed by theejects. The subsequentshocking of thebulk
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materialis much less thanthatresuking from a ns pulse which removes a comparable

amountof material.This is illustratedin Fig.(3) where thescale of Fig. 2a is expanded by

a factor of 1000 in both space and time, ie ~m and ns. Fig. (3a) shows the shock wave

generatedby theuh.rashortpulse. Despite the high initialpressure,the peak pressurehas

dropped below 5 Kbar afterpenetratingonIy about 10 pm. In contrast, the shock

generated by a 5 ns 25 J/cm2pulse is shown in Fig.(3b). Not only does the shock penetrate

much further into the material, it also, of course, lasts much longer in time. This indicates

the advantage of ultrashort pulses for minimizing collateral damage.

Effect of High Repetition Rate Ablation

Consider laser ablation at repetition rate p and pulse duration T.We assume the rate

is small enough so thatp’c<<1. Away from the surface where the laserenergy is deposited

in a thin zone, and for times long compared to the pulse length, it is reasonable to find the

temperature rise from the heat equation. We neglect material removal in the following, ie

measure depth z from the actual surface. Energy is deposited in aperiodic sequence of

delta function pulses at the surface. Because energy is deposited in a “pancake” shape,

heat diffusion is MMly one dimensional, into the material. For times long enough so that

the thermal diffision length is comparable to or larger than the deposition spot size, heat

conduction becomes three dimensional and the temperature drops rapidly. The axial

temperature after many pulses is given by

Here a is the radius of the heat deposition spot (assumed Gaussian), @ is the incident fluence a

fraction cxof which is absorbed as thermal energy, D is the thermal diffusivity K is the thermal
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conductivity, and 6 = 4D/(pa2) is the squareof the ratio of diffusion length during a pulse

repetition time to the beam radius. Here T is the time since the last pulse measured in units of I/p,

ie T = q <1. The term n= 1 gives effect of the previous pulse, n=2 the pulse before that and so on.

It should be noted that the term multiplying the summation scales as @ a2p3n, ie as the pulse

energy times the 3/2 power of the rep rate.

Near the surface, the temperature varies periodically. Further in, ie. beyond a thermal

diffusion length corresponding to the period, the material responds to the temporal average input

heat flux. Poor conductors reach higher temperatures than do good conductors for the same

thermal loading. In this case, evaporative cooling may play an important role.

If the material has a finite thickness h, and it is assumed there is no heat flow out of the rear

surface, then the additional boundary condition at the rear surface of the vanishing of the

temperature gradient leads to a somewhat more complicated solution. In this case, the exponential

decay in Z*is replaced by an infinite sum over over image sources. That is,

When his very large, only a single term of the new sum contributes and the previous

solution for an infinitely thick medium is obtained.

Our calculations indicate that repetition rates of over 1 Khz should not result in

serious thermal problems in most cases.

Crater Formation and Propagation Effects

Since each laser pulse removes only a small amount of material, crater formation

involves a series of ablation events. We previously [1] showed that one can account for the

shape of the crater based on the concept that the crater walls steepen until the effective
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normal intensity is reduced to the threshold value. This means that a late pulse has to

propagate through a channel in the ablated material. For a deep hole, this is equivalent

propagation in a waveguide with (perhaps) slowly narrowing walls. An interesting

to

example of a propagation effect is the polarization dependence of laser energy coupling to

the walls.

The coupling of laser light into the tissue can depend on the direction of the electric

field. This is due to the difference in boundary conditions at a surface between an

electric field parallel to or @pendicular to the surface. In our case, the surface is the laser

drilled hole or cut. The exact values for energy coupling depend on the dielectric

constants involved, but the trend can be seen in Fig.(4) which shows that energy

absorption from a laser beam propagating in an infinitely long planar cut is largest for S

polarization, ie for electric field pointing across the cut. These results imply a connection

between incident intensity and the depth of a hole that could be drilled in an infinite

medium. Also note that the coupling becomes stronger for a narrower cut (assuming the cut

is empty).

Conclusions

We have good theoreticalunderstandingof ultrashort laser pulse energy deposition

in dielectrics, plasma formation, plasma absorption and reflection on the ps time scale. We

can reliably model the generation and propagation of shockwaves and thermal conduction

on the ns time scale. The separation of the energy deposition timescale from thermal

conduction and hydrodynamic timescales results in advantages for ultrashort pulse laser

ablation such as small required energy and minimal collateral damage to surrounding tissue.

Future work will include bulk material response.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Electron density (left scale) resulting from 100 fs pulse whose intensity is indicated

by dashed curve and right scale. A high density is produced by multiphoton ionization

during the fmt half of the pulse. Subsequent collisional ionization then yields further

ionization.

Fig. 2a -On the spatial scale (rim) and temporal scale (ps) of laser energy deposition, we

calculate peak pressures near one Mbar and temperatures of 20eV for a 0.5 ps 1.5 J/cm*

pulse in water.

Fig. 3a On spatial and temporal scales 1000 times larger than that of Fig. 2, the shockwave

corresponding to ultrashort pulse is seen to decay after penetrating a few mm. The shock

generated by a 5 ns pulse, however, lasts much longer and penetrates much firther.

Fig. 4 The absorption of laser energy at a cut, modeled as a planar defect, depends on

the polarization of the light (S corresponds to electric field across the cut).
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